


CONGRATULATIONS
Thank you for purchasing a quality product and we wish you many
nights of rest and rejuvenation.

Our mattresses have been designed for healthy sleep to help you
through your busy day.
RECOMMENDATIONS
To extend the comfort and support of your sleep set please follow
the turning sequence as illustrated. This will provide you with the
most uniform settling and compression levels required for these
quality comfort and support layers.

Body impressions are not a structural defect and should not be
confused with sagging. The layers of comfort andsupport are
designed to compress with use and body impressions of up to +-
4cm per side are perfectly normal.
TURN SEQUENCE
(Turn free mattress to be rotated on a monthly basis)

WARRANTY
Your sleep set is warranted against defective workmanship or
defective materials only. lf you observe a defect please contact your
dealer and insure you have your original proof of purchase
document as this will be required to validate your claim.

lf a defect is found we reserye the right to repair or replace the
product at our sole discretion.

Only the faulty item will be exchanged in the sleep set. The warranty
is not renewed from date of repair or replacement but remains
effective from the date of Durchase.

lf identical materials are not available at the time of repair or
replacement, we reserye the right to substitute with materials of
equal quality.

NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY

* Damage due to abuse:
Bent border wire, torn or scuffed fabric, burns, splintered wood, or
being unsanitary.
* Mattresses with no labels.
* Firmness preferences, which may lead to medical conditions.* Products sold as floor models
* Products subjected to weights in excess of it's design limits* Sleep set heights
* Mattress damage due to use of an incorrect base.* Normal wear and tear due to product quality and it's intended use.* Any damage incurred during transport by dealer or transporter to
orivate owner.
* Transportation or inspection costs after free warranty period has
exoired.

WARRANWTABLE

lotal warranty
Period

Free warranty
Period

Galculation ofthe charges on
repair or replacement

1 0 1 1/'10 of cunent retail price times number of years
4 E 2 '1115 of cunent retail price times number of years
2t) 2 1/20 of current retail price times number of years

Please Note: Pocket spring mattresses should be stored and
transported FLAT and should NOT BE STORED OR
TRANSPORTED ON THERE SIDES!


